BLONGO BALL COMPLETE GAME SET
Get outside and have a blast with the BlongoBall Game
Set! This lawn game is easy to learn and has recently been
popping up in campsites, tailgate parties, and backyards
everywhere. So, join the craze and see what BlongoBall is
all about! www.smszon.com/ - $39.44
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LITTLE TIKES GET OUT N GRILL
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Anytime is grillin’ time with this
pretend gas grill barbecue set! You
can grill indoors, or take the set
outside and grill just like Mom and
Dad. This pretend play set includes
a grill with lid, sink and side burner,
a hamburger and bun, hot dog and
bun, tongs, spatula, and even a
ketchup bottle. www.amazon.com
- $30.49

BRIAN THE BRAIN
An interactive roommate as well as an academic resource, the device is
programmed with The Concise Encyclopedia from Britannica, a dictionary, and a
world-history timeline that support the integrated word, memory, and trivia games,
or the unit can ask a child his likes and dislikes and use his responses to personalize
conversations and to tell jokes. www.hammacher.com - $59.95
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our favorite things
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U-CREATE MUSIC GAME
U-Create Music Game is an easy-to-use
digital music-making system that
allows kids to mix music just like a
music producer! They can record
samples, mix and match loops, share
creations with friends and update and
explore new content on the music
website at myucreate.com. Build from
a collection of tracks, special effects
and filters from the huge online
library. www.toysrus.com - $13.98
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VTECH - KIDIART STUDIO
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KidiArt studio easily connects to a television, so little artists can project
their creative projects for all to see. The KidiArt studio comes with a real
digital camera that allows kids to have wacky photo fun. Kids can also take
basic drawing and art lessons and create a full array of printable arts and
crafts creations. www.amazon.com - $53.99

SPINMASTER AIR HOGS ZERO GRAVITY MICRO CAR
The Air Hogs Zero Gravity Micro Car is the first ever vehicle to climb walls. It can
navigate any vertical surface due to its internal motor creating an air pocket with a
downward force. It includes one zero gravity micro car, one controller or charger
and one instruction sheet. www.amazon.com - $79.79
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